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How INSPIRE can support the energy efficiency policies lifecycle: results of an analysis made 
on accessibility of buildings related datasets discoverable in the INSPIRE geoportal

STEP 1

Open Resource Browser in the INSPIRE Geoportal

STEP 2

Select “Buildings” in the “Spatial Data Themes” search box

STEP 3

Select “Dataset” in the “Geoportal Resource Types” search box

STEP 5

Select a resource and inspect its “INSPIRE metadata”

STEP 4

Select the Member State of interest in the drop-down list

STEP 6

Extract relevant metadata elements and fill-in the excel file template

STEP 7
Inspect the urls provided in the Resource locator MD element

STEP 8

Access the dataset consuming in QGIS the applicable NS (Network 

Service), whose access point is provided in the Resource locator MD 

element

STEP 9

Inspect the dataset in QGIS, focusing on the data model

STEP 10
Report in the excel file the fitness assessment

THE METHODOLOGY

THE FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Some recommendations can be addressed to INSPIRE implementers working in energy thematic communities, in order to 

better address their efforts in fulfilling on-going and future INSPIRE obligations:
• to properly extend existing INSPIRE BU data models in order to take into account the data modelling requirements 

coming from Energy policies, considering both existing similar activities (e.g. citygml Energy ADE initiative and 
GeoSmartCity EU project) and the rules for INSPIRE Data Specifications extension;

• to use these extended data model as target data model in as many as possible data harmonization processes related to 

energy efficiency of buildings, in order to improve data interoperability at EU level;
• to use the voidable properties of the INSPIRE data models only when the relevant information is actually not available;
• to carefully compile relevant metadata elements, such as lineage and resource locator, in order to document and share 

relevant data processing activities and therefore facilitate their reuse.

THE CONTEXT

The EU is giving more and more emphasis to its energy policy, whose strategy and actions are included in the Energy
Union Package and the 2030 Framework for Climate and Energy. Buildings in which people live and work are responsible
for an important portion of the energy consumption in Europe and there are a series of policies and initiatives that are
aiming at improving their energy performances and to collect data of sufficient quality on the effect of energy efficiency
policies on building stock across Europe. On the other hand, Buildings is one of the data themes addressed by INSPIRE.

This study aims to assess the extent to which the buildings-related datasets which European Member States are sharing
following INSPIRE provisions are of good quality and can serve the purposes of the initiatives related to energy efficiency
of buildings.

THE RESULTS

Distribution of number of 856 BU datasets per MS 

(on 8 September 2015)

NL dataset, consisting of 16 gml files containing 

3 million of buildings accessed by means of 

ATOM download services

Sample of GML dataset (Navarra Region, ES) classified by means of building height attribute

Full report downloadable at
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